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Aimar's Drugstore: A Memory 

Carol Ward 

Aimar's Drugstore in Charleston, South Carolina. 

W 
hen was the last time you 
purchased an elixir that could 
make you dance or an ancient oil 
that cured leprosy? When was 
the last time you had your 

medicine delivered to your home by a boy on a 
bicycle? When was the last time you wrote a note 
to your pharmacists to thank them for their 
personalized service? As one customer ,in David 
Boatwright's short film "Aimar's Drugstore: A 
Memory" laments, "The old way of doing 
business is gone." And with the closing of the 
126 year old family drugstore in Charleston, SC, 
as depicted in the documentary, it seems that 
that way of life is gone forever. In fact, some 
modern viewers not familiar with the Charleston 
institution might see the film as a science fiction 
testament to a dying civilization instead of a 
simple record of the last few days of business in 
an old-fashioned drugstore (the term "pharmacy" 
seems too scientific and cold for this place of 
mystery and magic). 

Boatwright focuses on the daily activities of 
the brothers George Washington Aimar and 
Harold Anthony Aimar, aged 70 and 76 
respectively when they retired in 1978. They 
show not only a great wisdom about their 
inherited occupation, but they reveal an abiding 
patience with their customers--waiting for a 
child to count out the correct change, carefully 
reading the instructions on the package for the 
buyer, maintaining total concentration on the 
individual as the telephone rings unanswered in 
the background, opening the locked door to fill 
one last prescription for a latecomer who cannot 
understand the store is permanently closed. 
Their stories of the past reflect the changing role 
of the pharmacist in society; now a specialist in 
filing prescription, he was once part lawyer, part 
doctor, part veterinarian, even part insect 
exterminator, and always part psychologist. The 
brothers seem to have made their store a haven 

for the local "characters," who frequent it to 
sing, dance, and mostly converse in their 
inimitable styles (their thick Charlestonian 
accents sometimes obscure their remarks, 
however). They even handle with grace the 
somewhat obnoxious real estate agent who 
discusses ways of "structuring the transaction" 
to maximize their profits and refers to the young 
black pharmacist as a "colored gentleman" or 
"the help" when he calls him out to hear a rather 
pointless, ingratiating personal anecdote. 
Although the customers and employees express 
much regret at the closing of the drugstore, the 
brothers do not lament their decision. Their 
years as businessmen make them desire to leave 
the store "peacefully, equitably, and 

Aimar's Drugstore owners Harold A. Aimar (I.) and George 
Washington Aimar (r.) pose for a photograph taken on April 
29, 1978 when the doors closed for the last time. 

remuneratively." Because they have tried to live 
the best way they could, following in the 
footsteps of their beloved father, they have no 
regrets about life, as one brother comments at 
the end. They face this major transition in life 
with the same calmness and equinimity that 
must have helped them survive the tremendous 
changes and challenges faced over the many 
years of business together. 

Boatwright captures the beauty and mystery 
of the store itself in his crisp black and white 
cinematography. His tracking shots down the 
dark, cluttered aisles, past shelves of shiny black 
glass bottles (presumably without childproof 
caps), make me yearn for even more physical 
detail of the merchandise and setting. Though 
his focus is understandably on the people, part of 
the glory of this old-fashioned store is its lack of 
labels and organization; one can wander and 
wonder. His rapport with his subjects, however, 
is remarkable; they talk comfortably with each 
other, always aware of the camera but not 
letting its presence intimidate or inhibit them. 
The film is framed by a brief introduction and 
epilogue by scholar Theodore Rosengarten 
(author of TOMBEE), who provides an 
interesting anecdote about the drugstore's 
dispensation of opium after the Civil War, 
revealing the wholistic approach to medicine at 
the time, as the Aimars sent the opium along 
with the chemicals to cure the addiction. 
Unfortunately, George Washington Aimar died 
in 1986 before the film was aired on SCETV on 
May 10, 1989; he would have been proud of 
Boatwright's tribute to the Aimar family and its 
many years of community service. 

For more information contact David 
Boatwright, Lucky Boy Films, 237 King Street, 
Charleston, SC 29401. 

Carol Ward is Assistant Professor of English 
at Clemson University in Clemson, South 
Carolina. 
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T he 1989/90 Southern Circuit is a program of the South Carolina Arts Commission Media Arts 
Center, the National Endowment of the Arts, The Southern Arts Federation and local 
sponsors. The Southern Circuit is a tour of six internationally-recognized independent 

film/video artists to seven southeastern cities. Each artist screens and discusses his work with the 
audience. 
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Peter Thompson 
Filmmaker 
Peter Thompson's film trilogy includes 
Two Portraits, a double portrait of his 
parents and their marriage; Universal 
Hotel, a reconstruction ofthe story of a 
Polish prisoner-of-war who was forced to 
participate with a German prostitute in 
deep cold and rewarming experiments in 
Dacchau in 1942; and Universal Citizen, a 
record of the attempts to film a smuggler 
in Guatelmala and his refusal to be filmed 
except at a distance. Thompson's pursuit 
of the smuggler along jungle roads and 
through Mayan ruins leads to the 
discovery of the true subject of the film. 

Laura Kipnis 
Video Artist 
Laura Kipnis' engaging, humorous video, 
A Man's Woman, opens with the 
assassination of Clovis Kingsley, a 
powerful anti-feminist crusader and 
author of the book, The Power of Total 
Submission. A television reporter begins 
to unravel the story of Clovis' life and 
career and to uncover sensationalist 
information about her. She interviews 
Clovis' supporters, family and 
hairdresser. The interviews dissolve into 
flashbacks which reveal Clovis in private 
and public moments. Interwoven into 
Clovis' story is a running conversation 
between the reporter, who is herself 
ambivalent about feminism and her 
boyfriend, a somewhat insufferable male 
feminist. (John Schofill) 



Animator Maureen Selwood. 
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Film artist Ross Spears. 

Film artist Steven Weiss. 

Film artist Tom Megalis. 

Maureen Selwood 
Filmmaker 
Maureen Selwood's animation "has a 
sensuality and warmth that suggests the 
painterly influence of Matisse and The 
Fauvists" (Karen Cooper) Her film, The 
Rug, is based on a short story by Edna 
O'Brien ("The Fanatic Heart") and was 
the first animated film to win top prize in 
the short film/video category at The USA 
Film Festival. Odalisque, a trilogy of a 
woman's amorous dreams, was called "the 
most elegant" film in The New American 
Animation program at The Film Forum in 
New York. Her film, This is Just to Say is 
based on the William Carlos Williams' 
poem by the same name. 

Ross Spears 
Filmmaker 
Academy Award Winning Filmmaker Ross 
Spears has produced Long Shadows, a 
"thought-provoking film about the impact 
of the Civil War on every aspect of 
American culture ... Spears is able to 
construct an impressionist, yet 
intellectual document of human history ... 
He gives new force to old concepts by his 
forthrightness and honesty ... Spear's 
special gift is his ability to perceive the 
inherent contradictions in the American 
character ... a massive undertaking and 
impressive accomplishment." (Carol 
Ward) 

Steven Weiss 
Filmmaker 
Steven Weiss produces alluring films that 
are gently surprising and magical. The Boy 
Who Loved Venus, shot in starkly beautiful 
black and white, is about a boy's obsession 
to recapture a dream that was interrupted 
upon his awakening. He seeks advice from 
his mother and father who remain distant 
in the boy's world. Only his friend, a 
grandmotherly woman, at once understands 
his quest for the lost dream and helps direct 
him on his journey. Miami is OK is a film 
that records monologues by senior citizens 
in sunny Miami, Oklahoma. It 
"masquerades as a documentary but bursts 
forth to reveal its true nature, as 
Felliniesque ritual, in a joyous dance finale." 
(John Schofill) 

TomMegalis 
FilmNideomaker 
Tom Megalis' The Persnickety Bunch is a 
fast-paced collection of hilarious short 
films and videos that mix liveaction with 
animation and puppets. The sketches roll 
from one funny situation to another 
mixing Monty Python absurdity with 
irony and deadpan humor. Sketches 
revolve around such ideas as a seeing-eye 
alligator, a roadtrip across America with 
four boring, indecisive guys from Ohio 
and scenes from the Revolutionary War 
portraying George Washington and his 
effeminate friend Gary as salt & pepper 
shakers who meet King George of 
England (a chili shaker). 

OPEN SOLICITATION FOR 1990/91 

..... 7 • 

• • ... 
ARTISTS 

Any media artist who is interested in being considered for 
the fall1990/winter 1991 Southern Circuit, a tour of six artists 
who each travel nine days to seven southern sites and present 
one show per city, should submit printed material only 
including resume and publicity by January 15, 1990. 
Following open solicitation, a total of 40 artists will be invited 
to submit sample work for panel selection. Please send 
materials to South Carolina Arts Commission, 1800 Gervais 
Street, Columbia, South Carolina 29201, Attention: Susan 
Leonard, Media Arts Exhibitions Director. 

SOUTHEAST MEDIA 
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM 

The Southest Media Fellowship Program is designed to 
assist independent media artists in the Southeast by providing 
grants for the production of personally conceived works in film 
and video. The National Endowment for the Arts has provided 
production grants and additional matching grants are 
available from some of the state arts agencies within the 
region which includes Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee and Virginia. Artists who reside in the region may 
apply for grants ranging from $5,000 to $8,000. 

In addition, seven Equipment Access Grants will be 
awarded for the use of film and video production and editing 
equipment available from the South Carolina Arts 
Commission Media Arts Center. 

All grant selections will be made by a three-member 
independent panel chosen for their knowledge of the media 
arts and understanding of film and video production 
techniques. Panel members change every year. 

Deadline for submission of application and support 
material is February 1, 1990. Application should be 
postmarked no later than February 1, 1990. 

For information and application form, please contact Mimi 
Pickering. Appalshop, 306 Madison Street, Whitesburg, 
Kentucky 41858, 606/633-0108. 
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g Cinema is a desktop video performance system programmed and integrated 
by Robert Edgar. It premiered in Atlanta in March, 1988, and 

recently showed at the NCGA Arts Conference in San Jose, California. 
In this article Edgar outlines the sources of Living Cinema, 

tracing a line from experimental filmmaking to desktop video, and 
on to multi-media BBSs. 

~m~f~----------------

The Technology Of Living C 

... 

Robert Edgar 

A still from Robert Edgar's Living Cinema. 

W 
hat wonderful sketches those montage lists were! 
Like thought, they would sometimes proceed with visual images. With visual 
images. With sound. Synchronized or non-synchronized. Then as sounds. 
Formless. Or with sound- images: with objectively representational sounds ... 

Then suddenly, definite intellectually formulated words--as 'intellectual' and dispassionate 
as pronounced words. With a black screen, a rushing imageless visuality. 

Then in passionate disconnected speech. Nothing but nouns. Or nothing but verbs. Then 
interjections. With zigzags of aimless shapes, whirling along with these in synchronization. 
Then racing visual images over complete silence. 

Then linked with polyphonic sounds. Then polyphonic images. Then both at once. 

Then interpolated into the outer course of action, then interpolating elements of the outer 
action into the inner monologue, yourself, looking at and listening to your mind. How you 
talk 'to yourself, ' as distinct from 'out of yourself ' The syntax of inner speech as distinct from 
outer speech. The quivering inner words that correspond with the visual images. Contrasts 
with outer circumstances. How they work reciprocally ... " 

- Sergei Eisenstein 

• 1nema 



Living Cinema is a dual screen system with the above tool box. 

L 
iving Cinema is an attempt, among other things, to extend Eisensteinian 
montage into the realm of real-time decision making. This is not a narrowly
conceived montage of tiny strips of film edited together; but a montage of 
constructivist composition, informed by the captured nature of lens-based data 
gathering, and the instant query, hunt, and delivery nature of the computer 
medium. 

Intellectually and sensually, Eisenstein is not the only precursor: Wagoner's writing on 
the synaesthetic nature of the opera, Bruno's mis-en-scene populating of the constellations, 
the northwestern Australian original's map/memory/history/dream/narrative sand 
paintings, or more recently the rich philsosphical and political juxtapositions of Godard, 
and the sculptural films of Michael Snow. These are some of my own accidentally
juxtaposed sources which support the years of development I've given this project. 

A SNAPSHOT OF LIVING CINEMA 

L 
iving Cinema is a computer-based system which allows me to capture, save, 
retrieve and display images, text, spoken words, other audio, and motion video. 
Dutch Knotts is working with me on the project, and he is duplicating in sound 
what I do primarily with visuals. The hardware that makes up Living Cinema 
is presently as shown here: 

• Intel286 MS-DOS based computer 
• Video Graphics board with video input and display 
• Video Disc controlled by computer 
• Speech synthesis board 
• Monochrome monitor for control panel 
• Color monitor or video projector for display 
• Separate computer and digitizer w/audio keyboard 

The software that is Living Cinema is optomized for real-time performance, to allow me 
to operate in a number of modes: I can play back prestructured segments, or structure new 
segments, or manipulate the elements without recording them as new segments--all live, 
with a seamless passage from one to the others. 

WATCHING LIVING CINEMA 

A 
s an example, I begin by playing back a sequence that finds and displays a 
sequence of photographs of an actress, as she changes her dress by slipping 
one on over one she is already wearing, never showing her naked skin. 

I use the mouse controller to copy a bit of her skin and paint it over her 
new dress, covering the dress completely. 

Call up a presaved quote by the philosopher Quine, about a man who is 
replacing the wood of a raft, even while he is floating on it. This is spoken by 

the voice synthesizer, in an artificial-sounding but inflected voicing. 
Call up an image from my videodisc; a poster mounted by Australian aboriginies on a 

downtown Brisbane construction site, with the headline WE HAVE SURVIVED. 
Turn on the record function. 
Load again the image of the actress walking out of the room. 
Advance the videodisc to a shot of people walking in and out of a pavilion. Play it in slow 

motion. 
Grab the videodisc image so that where the image of the actress was a moment ago, the 

image of the people is frozen; but outside her outline they continue to slowly advance. 
Turn off the record function and save that sequence for use later in the same 

performance. 
The result is a poetry that speaks not only through images, but also through the very 

computer-based functions that manipulate those images. The actress' dress is covered not 
by pink, but by her own skin. The people are frozen, and their continued walking defines 
the outline of the woman who had just been there, not by chiaroscuro, but by the temporal 
difference that builds within a single shot. 

And while I can describe the functions, I can't describe the experience of slowly coming 
to realize what is happening to the image, as you slowly begin to see irregularities in the 
picture, and jump to the perception (beyond the simple experience of the forms and colors) 
that the irregularities are actually the outlines of the actress, and then that part of the 
image is frozen, and on to the poetic resonance, which is both sensual and conceptual. 
THE DEATH OF CINEMA 

I 
n the late '60s and through the '70s, two cinematic-cum-literary figures claimed both 
a place in seminal cinema and a firm foundation in their predecessors: Brakhage 
and Frampton both spoke or wrote not only of their own work, but of that of 
Eisenstein and Griffith. Eisenstein, wrote Frampton, " ... was at once a gifted linguist 
and an artist haunted by the claims of language-- and also, by training, an engineer. 
It seems possible to suggest that he glimpsed, however quickly, a project beyond the 
intellectual montage: the construction of a machine, very much like film, more 

efficient than language, that might, entering into direct competition with language, 
transcend its speed, abstraction, compactness, democracy, ambiguity, power--a project, 
moreover, whose ultimate promise was the constitution of an external critique of language 
itself." 

"Film in the House of the Word, in October 17, p. 63-64, Hollis Frampton, Summer 
1981, MIT Press. 

Such a machine can no longer be intelligently constructed; the house of language itself 
determines what is outside and inside it, and therefore owns all the real estate. 
Nevertheless, anyone who has followed closely the coming oflanguage in a young child has 
seen the child move from all-presentness to presenUnot present; from timelessness to 
sequence; and with this dimensioning opens up a space which receives words and syntax. 
This is movement I nurture as I experiment between sensation and perception, as 
experience outdistances words yet pauses (paternally, or maternally?) to allow it to catch up 
in a rush of explanatory algorithm, as language extends itself to fill the vacuum as it can. 

Montage is sequence without deep structure (in Chomsky's sense), and while it can 
never replace language as some may have hoped, it can still outdistance it--either 
permanently, when sensations remain only sensations; or temporarily, when language 
extends to grasp something not previously clinched. This movement of language, through 
time, is the metaphor of narrative. 

Today film theory has been wounded by its loss of equal status with language, and film 
practice mostly reduced to repeating previous strategies. At a recent (March 1989) National 
Alliance of Media Arts Council conference in Rochester, most of the discussion centered 
around how the marginalized could gain access to large enough batches of money and 
power to enable them to make cinema that would be distributed over network television. It 
seems that since pursuit oflanguage has become an academic activity, the only other choice 
open is to embrace the bureaucracy of power, and wrest it from the controlling interests. 
Imagination is stagnant. Film is framed. 
THE PHOENIX NEST 

W 
hile film has been stagnating, computing has effortlessly propagated 
many new forms. One form which is important for the advancement of 
personal cinema is the BBS, or electronic bulletin board. 

There are thousands of bulletin boards throughout the United States 
and the world today. The bulletin board is usually a small computer that 
runs one program: a communications program that allows other 
computers to call over phone lines to read and leave messages. Most 

often the program arranges its communications in the form of a tree. Roots begin when 
someone starts a "conference" by writing a note or a question to which someone else may 
respond. Someone else calls up, reads the note, and then responds to it. The response is 
listed UNDER the original note, leaving a conference with two entries. Someone else may 
read those two entries, and append a third to the end. This continues over days, months, 
and/or years, with a discourse growing as it is recorded and published; no editors; no 
distinction between contributer and critic; no time delay in distribution; it is available as it 
is written. This open-ended format has much in common with the forgotten goals of 
experimental cinema, but it presently awaits the arrival of CASUAL MULTIMEDIA. 
CINEMA IN A NEW LIGHT 

L 
iving Cinema has as its goal a system that allows me to make cinema as 
effortlessly and quickly as I write a personal letter to a friend. In fact, 
sometimes instead of writing I now make videotapes recorded directly from the 
output of Living Cinema. But this system, designed as it is for aesthetic 
experiment, could be pared down to deliver a more basic set of options that 
would be faster and easier to use. In two years, with the hardware that is 
already showing up, cinematoGRAPHy could be available as a standard mode 

of communication, distributed through video cassettes. 
But there are other technologies now available for development: with at least two-DVI 

from Intel and UVC's systems--offering real-time analog-to-digital conversion and 
compression ofRGB and NTSC video and audio signals. As compression ratios improve and 
transfer times shrink, Living Cinema will come to fruition as its rightful heir to 
experimental cinema form, as full motion & audio BBS's spring up around the world. These 
will provide freedom from the centralized archive approach offered by the present-day 
networks and PBS. They will also free us from the currently vogue model which gives 
viewers using their multimedia reception equipment only the power to choose to consume 
more information than presently available (for instance, by using a hand-held controller to 
ask for stats on a quarterback in the game now on TV in front of the viewer). 

The decentralized Multimedia BBSs will introduce cinema as montage/discourse in a 
way even Eisenstein could not foresee. Short 30-second pieces composed for its place in a 
local discourse, juxtaposed with those by other cinematoGRAPHers, in intellectual 
montage-trees. This is personal cinema; experimental, social, and decentralized. In this is 
CASUAL MULTIMEDIA even the epic nature of CINEMA ART is bypassed with the ease 
and frequency of creation, distribution and rejoinder, as montage sequence receives its 
place in the discourse of its virtual community. 
Robert Edgar is creator of Living Cinema, a TARGAbased cinema system he uses in realtime 
performance. He may be contacted at 2108 The Valley, Atlanta, Georgia 30328; (404 392-0078. -
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Video Production Instructor Blaine Dunlap on location at the Farmer's Market. 
(Photo by Gene Crediford) 

Video Production "Hitachi" Team on location at the Farmer's Market. (Photo by Gene 
Crediford) 
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Reception following a .,,., ..... """'"' 
Glen Pitre's feature film B~liz:;rim 
the Cajun. (Photo by Gene 
Crediford) 

Electronic Music lnsturctor David Smith with students. (Photo by 
Gene Crediford) 

Video Editing In 
Dan Curry with "''"'" .. "'"'" 
(Photo by Gene Cred 



SOLJTI-IEASTERN MEDIA INSTil U I E 

ilm,rviriAfii''Criitir.ii~m Instructor 
"orlalJ;~t~n Rosenbaum. (Photo 

Crediford) 

Graphics Instructor 
Harrison with students. 
by Gene Crediford) 

""'~ 
Film Production Instructor Stephen Hank with students. 
(Photo by Gene Crediford) 

T 
he first Southeastern Media Institute 
was held in Columbia, South Carolina 
July 10-23, 1989. The Institute 
included nine courses in five-day 

modules taught by leading independent and film 
industry artists, special weekend seminars with 
guest Hollywood and Independent artists, public 
screenings and a Southeastern Media Producers 
Forum. Over 175 participants attended the 
Institute which is one of a few places in the 
country where intensive hands-on, practical 
media production and studies are available at a 
reasonable cost in small, intimate classes. 

Week-long courses included 16mm Film 
Production with Stephen Hank (The Limner), 
3/4" Video Production with Blaine Dunlap 
(Nightwork), 3/4" Video Editing with Dan Curry 
(Southwestern Ballet), Scriptwriting with Steven 
J. Ross (The Old Forest). Producing Independent 
Dramatic Works with Tom Davenport (Soldier 
Jack), Computer Graphics with Patricia 
Harrison from The School at The Art Institute of 
Chicago, Radio Production with Gary Covino 
from National Public Radio, Electronic Music 
with David Smith from The Center for 
Electronic Music and Film/Video Criticism with 
Jonathan Rosenbaum from the Chicago Reader. 

Special weekend seminars featured 
Independent Feature Film Directors Glen Pitre 
(Belizaire the Cajun) and Victor Nunez (Gal 
Young' Un and A Flash of Green), who conducted 
workshops on Directing; and Hollywood 
Director/Screenwriter Richard Tuggle (Escape 
from Alcatraz and Tightrope) and Film 
Composer Bruce Broughton (Silverado and 
Jacknife) who conducted workshops on 
Scriptwriting and Film Composing respectively. 
A panel on producing independent feature films 
featured visiting artists discussing issues 
affecting production outside the studio system. A 
special primer of Lee Grant's feature film 
Staying Together - which was produced on
location in South Carolina - was sponsored by 
the SC Film Office. 

The Southeastern Media Institute was co
sponsored by the South Carolina Arts 
Commission Media Arts Center, the South 
Carolina Film Office, the University of South 
Carolina Media Arts Department and the South 
Carolina Educational Television Network. 

For information about next year's Institute, 
contact the South Carolina Arts Commission 
Media Arts Center, 1800 Gervais Street, 
Columbia, SC 29201, 803/734-8696. 

-
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Hollywood Film Director and Screenwriter Richard Tuggle conducted a weekend seminar on Screenwriting. (Photo by Gene Crediford) 

SOUTHEASTERN MEDIA PRODUCER'S FORUM - panelists from left to right are Steven J. Ross, independent 
filmmaker; Isabel Hill, director of the South Carolina Film Office; Peter Wentworth, independent producer; Victor 
Nunez, independent filmmaker; Glen Pitre, independent filmmaker; Andy Garrison, independent filmmaker; Lee 
Grant, film director and actress; Joseph Feury, film producer; and Dick Reed, moderator. (photo by Gene Crediford) 

Hollywood Film Composer Bruce Broughton conducted a weekend seminar on Film Composing. (Photo by Gene Credlford) 
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WORKS IN PROGRESS 
Patricia Bustamante 

LAURA DAVIS 
GREENVILLE, NC 

L 
aura is in the final stages of production of a 15 to 
30 minute long experimental video piece. 
Landscape Lush/Hostile, a working title, explores 
imagery of the Southeastern region. It is an 

attempt to metaphorically examine contradictions in 
appearance and attitudes in the South. The visuals 
compare a variety of colors, textures, and scenery found 
in rural settings, vegetation and the weather. The piece 
originated from a very personal poem that evolved into 
drawings and finally into images. The text creates a 
narrative progression that is not only aural but also 
visual and provides varied and different layers of 
meaning. Throughout the video, there are indoor shots of 
sunlit windows with the poem written on them and 
projected onto curtains creating transitions between 
scenes. Completion of this project is planned for early 
Fall. Funding was provided in part by the North Carolina 
Arts Council and the Southeast Media Fellowship 
Program. For more information contact Laura at: East 
Carolina University, School of Art, Greenville, NC 27858. 

Landscape Lush/Hostile 

Landscape Lush Lulling 
Days of Warmth Belie Your Icy Interior 
Your Cool Distrust 
Fear of Future Dreams Undreamt. 
Hollows of Glassless Eyes 
Speak of Days Fiercely Remembered. 
Fragments Cling to Rotting Framework 

Landscape Lush Lawns Clipped Precision Gardens Pruned Pristine. 
Beneath, a Current Insidious-Perhaps Buried Beneath 
Bouffant Magnolia or Below Blazing Azalea. 

Landscape Lush/Hostile Kudzu Creeps 
Ghostly Shrouds Choke Out Life Encased. 
Building Bulge as Vines Seek Warm Humid Light 

Blown From Places Real and Distant 
We Threaten Insular Conversation 
Attracted by Sweet Clustered Aroma 
Grape heavy on Vines Anchored. 

-Laura Davis 

Stills from Laura Davis' video Landscape Lush/Hostile. 



L. WADE BLACK 
BIRMINGHAM. AL 

A 
labama In Black And White, a working title, is a one-hour documentary on 
political change in Alabama ana intended for broadcast to coincide with the 
twenty-fifth anniversary of the signing into law of the Voting Rights Act of 
1965. The film will focus primarily on developments in Alabama politics that 
have occurred during the 70's and 80's: the rise of a unique urban/rural 
political coalition with distinct populist overtones and significant black 

leadership, the role George Wallace played (or failed to play) in this revision of the Alabama 
political landscape, the rise of Alabama Republicanism, and the relationship between these 
developments and other political developments across the South. Since the Reconstruction 
Era, the National Democratic Party has been able to assume Southern support. Today the 
future of the national Democratic coalition is in doubt. Symptoms are legion: the lack of 
clear leadership, an unclear agenda representing multiple constituencies that are 
frequently in conflict, an almost uninterrupted twenty-year history of Republican 
presidents. Most disturbing may be the slippage of white support, especially in the South, 
and especially among white males. Can the Democratic coalition hold? And what will it 
mean for national politics if the Democrats lose the South? Local politics may provide 
answers to these questions, incomplete but suggestive nonetheless. Alabama In Black And 
White will not focus heavily on specific individuals, but two Alabama political leaders-
George Wallace and Birmingham Mayor Richard Arrington--are good examples to 
demonstrate how easily traditional stereotypes of Alabama politics can fail to provide useful 
perspectives. Looked at cursorily, they seem to represent and reinforce the 
oversimplification presented by the national media: Wallace the nostalgia candidate of 
lingering racism, Arrington the product of a black backlash against a long history of "white 
only" rule. Such an analysis may function well on a symbolic level, but it overlooks the 
reality of the situation. Recent Alabama history cannot be understood without a study of 
the role of Wallace, but Wallace, both as hardline segregationist and as reformed Populist, 
cannot be understood without a study of recent Alabama history. The relationship between 
the two is circular and complicated. That Wallace was able to defeat a more conservative 
Republican candidate in the 1982 general election is easily understood. That he defeated a 
more liberal primary opponent as a result of black support for his candidacy raises 
questions which cannot be answered by a simple appeal to black/white political analysis. 
Wallace's political career in Alabama extended virtually without break from 1946 through 
1986, a political history almost without precedent nationally. What is more significant is 
that the same George Wallace who ripped apart the uneasy blue collar/black Democratic 
coalition in the late sixties was elected by a reformation of that same coalition in Alabama 
in the early eighties. When Richard Arrington won election as Birmingham's first black 
mayor in 1979, his victory margin was only 2,000 votes. Four years later he won with a 
record 60% of the vote, and in 1987 Arrington's vote increased to 64%. In a city he could 
easily win without white support (the Birmingham Electorate is now 55% black), he has 
sought to build a black/white coalition that he sees as a political and economic necessity. He 
is also acknowledged, by both blacks and whites, as largely responsible for the 
transformation of Birmingham's image. He has gained the support of the business 
community and is increasing his support among white professionals. Arrington's terms as 
mayor have not been without problems. His administration has been hurt by minor 
scandals and problems of program management. Nonetheless, the city's economy is 
rebounding. Racial tensions were noticeably diminished in the 1987 mayoral campaign. The 
black community is slowly beginning to participate in the economic recovery. Arrington has 
begun to assume a major role in the national black leadership. More important, he is 
developing a new black politics within the state, one focused on consensus rather than 
adversarial relationships. What is often overlooked is that Arrington first won election in 
Birmingham when the majority of the voters were white. By the early 1980's, Alabama's 
two most prominent political leaders-Arrington and Wallace-were winning elections because 
of their ability to assemble coalitions that crossed over racial lines. The changes in Alabama 
politics closely parallel developments occurring throughorit the Southeast, politics in which 
race plays a role but in which the campaign issues focus increasingly on economic and 
development concerns. Alabama clearly provides a valuable case study for looking at the 
South in the process of change. 

Project will use a modified cinema-verite approach, blending doicumentary styles 
developed in recent political and ethnographic filmmaking. Current production plans call 
for the use of two principal narrators, possibly John Lewis and Will Campbell, to provide 
continuity and transitions. Interview material, much of it voiceover, will be edited with 
location material. Principal location cinematography is scheduled for this summer and will 
focus on three areas: North Alabama union strongholds, rural Black Belt and Wiregrass 
South Alabama, and Central and South Alabama cities where black political power is 
minimally developed. Alabama In Black And White has been funded by a Research 
Fellowship from Temple University, a Production Fellowship from the Mid-Atlantic Media 
Arts Program, and a subsidy grant from the Philadelphia Independent Film/Video 
Association. Additional funding is pending. For more information contact: Bozart 
Mountain/Jade Films, 704 Kingman Rd., Birmingham, AL 35235. 

LARRY HAWKS 
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA " v irtually all my work has originated on 1/2" VHS and is often 

generated on simple, consumer oriented equipment. All 
special effects are editor or camera induced and are 
comprised largely of studies of rescanned rolls, glitches, 
snow, and other video disturbances." Larry is currently 

working on three very different video projects. Among The Whites is a 
finished hour long installation that is being adapted to performance work 
in collaboration with Miami choreographer Leslie Neal. The piece is 
being used as a negative, nonrelated prop, an environment for a very 
textual dance about relationships and romance. "The installation consists 
of a series of vignettes, a panoply of images, somewhat like switching 
channels with a remote control, but the texture is quite different from TV. 
Leslie and I began our collaboration out of a mutual feeling that video 
and photography were being used in dance and performance work more 
as a crutch than a complimentary tool. I truly believe that video in 
performance should remain a prop and that the human element should 
be emphasized." Another project, Heal Me, is a five minute experimental 
video using rescanned broken signal, snow and overlapping images. "I 
study these moments when the imagery crash into each other creating a 
texture. The piece is interesting and fun to work on, yet the content is 
very serious. The material is composed of full body massages-the healing 
aspect-broken occasionally by violent images of the sickness. I'm not sure 
whether the sickness will involve all of the American experience or the 
drug experience. I realize that the drug scene is much more topical and 
popular, but these statements don't please me. Because Heal Me is in 
essence about healing society, and no matter how much I fight it, it will 
be labeled social commentary. The label social commentary is flawed 
since everything we do is social commentary." Completion of this project 
is expected for early September for submission to the Tokyo Festival. 
Larry's final piece is a long term project defined as a Video Novel. "The 
idea is to create a feature length video in a single voice narrative where 
the imagery provides an environment for the storytelling. The text would 
be adapted to the medium and the words would be primary. The video 
would supply a setting and create an occasional visual tie-in that would 
have motif quality to the work but not a literal substaining aspect. I'm 
looking for the right approach and experimenting with a variety of 
imagery that is subdued and yet provides the opportune sparkling link. 
The balancing of the visuals is taking time and many of my experimental 
models have become separate finished pieces. I don't like scripted work. I 
tend to overshoot and then review hours of material almost as found 
footage. This produces an individual perspective that comes with the long 
investment of time and the often tedious, yet intimate assembly of 
imagery, sound, and concept. The script is an aid, but the full plan is only 
held in the mind. This method exphasizes the explorative, rather than 
the inventive thrust of technology, and is more likely to take an existing 
medium and study its parts and inner actions, in and out of the 
prevailing convention. It is an outlook more likely to exploit the textures 
beneath the texture, the ground as well as the figure, the weaknesses of 
the vehicle as well as its strength. I hope that my methods and approach 
seem in no way reactive to the primary movement of high-tech media and 
technological invention: It is just that while this great machine and all its 
advocates go charging along, I prefer to stop awhile and play with the 
things that fall from its train." For more information on Larry's work, he 
can be reached at: Video Department, Coral Ridge Hospital, 4545 North 
Federal Highway, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308. 

Patricia Bustamante is an independent animator living in Columbia, 
South Carolina. 
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